Installation instructions of the safety "T" on Ecorad radiators Part # T65
All EcoRad radiators with feet must be secured to the building structure using the security "T" provided by EcoRad. (Fig.1)
1. Locate an anchoring point for installation against the wall
(ex; stud.) nearest to the center of the radiator.
2. Place your radiator against the wall where you want
to install it.
3. According to your radiator model you can had the ¾”
extension for the safety “T” if needed.
4. Remove the protective sheath from the tip of the
screw on the “T”.
5. Remove and set aside the washer that is at the end
of the screw.
Fig. 1
6. Drag the "T" vertically between 2 sections of the radiator,
where the anchor point was identified (Fig. 2) and
replace the washer on the wall side of the radiator.
7. Support the "T" using a Robertson screwdriver
(square) and drag the "T" so as to leave a distance of
about ½ inch (2 cm) between the "T" and the lower
side of the head of the radiator (fig. 3-4).
8. Turn the "T" level before reaching the inside section
of the radiator closest to the wall and then tighten the
screw.
Fig. 3
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NOTE: Improper installation of the security “T” can cause bodily injury or property damage.
Print in Canada
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